
My Sermon Notes Name:
 
Date: 

We’re growing fruit!We’re growing fruit!
Series Title:  ___________________________________            Speaker today: ___________________________________Series Title:  ___________________________________            Speaker today: ___________________________________

We’re talking about the fruit of We’re talking about the fruit of 
the spirit this summer.  These the spirit this summer.  These 
are things our lives will show are things our lives will show 
when we are staying close to when we are staying close to 
Jesus!  Write today’s fruit in this Jesus!  Write today’s fruit in this 
fruit bowl!fruit bowl!

What is the Hebrew word for peace?What is the Hebrew word for peace?

Bible Math!Bible Math!

What is biblical peace all about?What is biblical peace all about?

What did Jesus do that shows us peace?What did Jesus do that shows us peace?

Have you learned about horizontal Have you learned about horizontal 
and vertical lines in math class?  Maybe and vertical lines in math class?  Maybe 
your teacher talked about them in your your teacher talked about them in your 
geometry unit?  An easy way to remember geometry unit?  An easy way to remember 
which one is which is to look at a sunrise or which one is which is to look at a sunrise or 
sunset.  The sun is on the HORIZON.  The sunset.  The sun is on the HORIZON.  The 
line that separates the earth from the sky is line that separates the earth from the sky is 
horizontal :) Find the horizontal and vertical horizontal :) Find the horizontal and vertical 
lines in this robot, then listen carefully to lines in this robot, then listen carefully to 
Pastor Jeremy and find out why he is using Pastor Jeremy and find out why he is using 
these mathematical terms in his sermon these mathematical terms in his sermon 
today!today!



Draw it!Draw it!
Draw a bridge from one side to the other!  What Draw a bridge from one side to the other!  What 
does a bridge have to do with today’s sermon?does a bridge have to do with today’s sermon?

Colour and solve it!Colour and solve it!

  8/4/13/15/13    3/11/4/13/10/14    14/4/9/9    15/13    14/11        

ll2/4    12/7/5/6/14,    6/4    14/4/9/9/13    15/13    14/11    2/4    

ll9/11/16/7/10/5 a=1a=1    b=2 b=2   d=3d=3    e=4e=4    g=5g=5    h=6 h=6  i=7 i=7    J=8J=8    I=9I=9    
n=10n=10    o=11o=11    r=12  r=12  s=13s=13    t=14t=14    u=15u=15    v=16v=16

3 ways we can live at peace with others3 ways we can live at peace with others

- Be ___________________- Be ___________________ - Be the ___________ person- Be the ___________ person- Be ___________________- Be ___________________

ExplainExplain


